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ABSTRACT: This paper gives a detailed information about benchmarking, types, automation, methodology, survey,
analysis for benchmarking of automation. For benchmarking of automation in construction companies, 5 or more
companies will be preferred for the analysis. The higher preference will be given to the reputed company as the
benchmark baseline and the other companies will be benchmarked from that one company. This study is for further
research work in automation. This will help in increasing the productivity of automation in the construction sector. This
study comprises the analysis part in arranging the sequence of the project and will help in benchmarking automation in
construction companies.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a critical need for manages to increase company's productivity and performance. This can be helped
by automation of construction industry. Construction industry is rapidly and continuously grasping new
technologies and is dependent on computer technology and equipments as well. Slowly it is mechanised and
computerised. Robotics in construction industry is now increasing in the field of execution. Due to robotics it
is easier to gain need based feasibility, technological feasibility, and economical feasibility to evaluate
benefits there by inviting future robotization for Indian construction sector [1] (V. S. S. Kumar, 2008).
Automation enhances worker safety, productivity, efficiency and quality. It can be used in production,
performance in dangerous environment, maintenance and operation. There is need for further innovations to
address the upcoming demands in the construction industry. Benchmarking automation in the construction
industry will help in increasing the productivity of the companies. It is relatively new concept that captured
the interest of many business and gain popularity among the executives and the managers [2] (N. M. Lema,
1995). More and more companies are adapting automation, but for specific types of constructions as
automation needs high investment value. Many contractors in India use labour force as India has a higher
amount of manpower. Automation is emerging field in India, as most of contractors often use labour force to
decrease their investment value. Benchmarking automation in construction sector will help the companies to
grow and compare their skills and automation process and the areas where they lack with respect to the other
competitive companies. It will enhance them to get high productivity output, high labour safety, accuracy and
quality. Benchmarking automation in construction industry will make an efficient move in making high level
of labour safety and performance of the companies.

BENCHMARKING
A benchmark is the term used in land surveying which, in the Concise Oxford Dictionary, is defined as a
"mark cut in rock etc. by surveyor to mark point in line of levels making a criterion or point of reference."
Allan et al. (1968) defines benchmark as a "point of known height to which surveys are referred."
Benchmarking has also been used in the computer industry to mean a standard process for measuring the
performance capabilities of software and hardware systems from various vendors (Watson 1993).
Benchmarking, as used in land surveying, aims at establishing a rigid standard, unlike in business, where it is
to be under continuous change to reflect responsiveness to competition.(N. M. Lema, 1995)
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The definitions of benchmarking have mainly came from the process of manufacturing. Depending upon the
scope and applications, the definition of benchmarking is changed. Camp (1989) gave a definition:
"Benchmarking is the search for industry best practices that lead to superior performance." In this definition,
the author explainsa much nicely portrayed view of benchmarking. The focus is on adopting the best practices
or methods to achieve superior performance. There is no emphasis on searching for best practices from direct
product competitors, nor is there an inherent implication of where the search for best practice should
concentrate. The definition implies that the best practices are to be pursued regardless of where they exist. A
more refined definition (Planning, 1992) is “Benchmarking is a systematic and continuous measurement
process; a process of continuously measuring and comparing an organisation's business process against
business leaders anywhere in the world to gain information which will help the organisation to take action to
improve its performance.” This definition, developed by the International Benchmarking Clearing House
(IBe) Design Committee (in the United States)

TYPES OF BENCHMARKING
Types of Benchmarking Literature does not suggest consensus on the types of benchmarking. A number of
authors seem to agree on four different types. Classifications have been based mainly on approaches to
benchmarking as follows (Camp 1989, Zairi 1992; Watson 1993):

• Internal benchmarking is performed within one organization by comparing the performance of similar
business units or business processes.

• Competitive benchmarking is a measure of an organization's performance compared with competing
organizations; studies that target specific product designs, process capabilities, or administrative methods used
by a company's direct competitors; and practices or services compared with direct competitors.

• Functional benchmarking is an application of process benchmarking that compares a particular business
function in two or more organizations.

• Generic benchmarking is an application of functional benchmarking that compares a particular business
function in two or more organizations.

AUTOMATION
“Automation is the technique, method, or system of operating or controlling a process by highly automatic
means, as by electronic devices, use of control systems and information technologies, reducing human
intervention to a minimum.”
“Automation can be defined as appropriate use of machines, electronic devices and computer software for the
construction work to increase the productivity of construction project, reduces the duration and laborious
work, and increases the construction safety.”
“Construction automation has been described as the use of mechanical and electronic means in construction to
achieve automatic operation or control to reduce potential exposure, time or effort while maintaining or
improving quality.”

ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES
The advantages of automation:

Because of automation, there is higher safety for both worker and public through developing and deploying
machines for dangerous jobs, uniform quality with higher accuracy than that provided by skilled worker.
Improving work environment as conventional manual work is reduced to minimum, so the workers are
relieved from uncomfortable work positions. Eliminating complains about noise and dust concerning works
such as removal, cleaning or preparation of surfaces. Automation helps in increasing productivity and work
efficiency with reduced costs.
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Disadvantages of automation:

The main disadvantage is unemployment at the cost of modernization, leads to drain from the country. It
requires a high capital cost for setting up and maintenance and skilled and expert handlers or workers are
required due to the need of high technical knowledge to operate the machines. Untrained workers cannot be
employed which increase the initial cost of project. Trained labours are not available easily and trained labors
charges higher than untrained labors

IV. STATE OF THE ART IN CONSTRUCTION AUTOMATION
(D. Joshi, R. Shah, 2015) The main research activities of the RAC in the past decade were divided
accordingly to applications into two large groups: civil infrastructure and house building. Typical civil
infrastructure robot applications are the automation of road, tunnel and bridge construction, earthwork, etc. In
the group of house construction, main applications include building skeleton erection and assembly, concrete
compaction, interior finishing, etc. Classification according to applications is consistent with other possible
classifications, which divide RAC R&D activities according to the development of new equipment and
processes or the adaptation of existing machinery to transform them into robotic system. Automation is
classified into various categories but it classify into two categories they are:

A. Automation at site level
The challenges of developing robots for construction jobsite are much greater than those of most factories.
First the products of construction are much more complex and ill structured. Second, in contrast to the
repetitive products that flow down production lines, the designs of the construction product and the process to
build it are individually adapted in each case. While the manufacturing process is highly repetitive once
production starts, that in construction is always changing. The physical environment of  construction is often
much more hostile to machines as well as people, so machine design must be stirdy and robust accounting for
extremes of weather, dust and unexpected forces Given the difficult and complex environment of
construction, it is remarkable that robots and automated machines are already performing routine tasks on
some jobsites. The first construction robots have either been derived by adding sensors and computer- based
controls to existing construction equipment (e.g., to control the cutting edges or screeds on various types of
earthmoving and paving equipment, robotic tower crane etc.), by adapting the comparatively rigid factory-
type robots to construction (e. g., for spraying fireproofing material or painting), or by developing hybrids of
the two ( e. g., robot arms mounted on tunnel machines) While the sophistication of their mechanisms and
sensors has often been quite high, these robots have had only the most basic forms of on board "intelligence."

B. Automation at industrial level
The development in the field of construction is being predominantly characterized by increasing shortage of
skilled labour. This shortage will have to be compensated for by an increase in the level of prefabrication to be
achieved in the manufacture of pre-cast concrete, wooden, steel frame and brick wall building elements. As an
example I describe here the increasing market demand for pre-cast concrete roof, ceiling elements and pre-cast
concrete wall elements to pre-cast concrete columns and beams as well as advanced precut systems for
wooden elements, steel element factories and automated brick wall facilities and on site systems of robotics
and automation. Another substantial advantage in favor of the pre-cast concrete elements consists in the job
efficiency of the workforce. As the building site personnel is to a far lesser extent concerned with somewhat
more complicated tasks, such as, for example, moulding, insertion of reinforcement steel, etc. than is normally
the case with regular construction workers, job efficiency at the plant level reaches an optimum that cannot
possibly be arrived at on a building site. Costs of transportation are approximately the same both for the
prefabricated elements and for corresponding quantities of site mixed concrete

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY:
A questionnaire survey will be set up in order to get all the information from the company. In this survey will
be conducted for 5 or more construction industries in pune and more areas. Higher Preference will be given to
reputed company in order to set a base line for benchmarking automation for other companies.
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Questionnaire survey will consist of the variable factors considering time and cost. This will include following
questions and more.

1. Do the company use automation in execution and administration process
2. What are the types of automation used in the company?
3. What are the advantages regarding time due to automation used?
4. Does the company use business office automation?
5. What are the software used in planning the project.
6. Do you use multiple software for planning and management of the project.
7. What are the software used in designing of the project elements?
8. Do all software operated by the experts?
9. What average time is required for planning of 10 storey building?
10. What time is required for designing of the building?
11. What automation is used in execution of the project?
12. What automation is used in following activities
a) Site clearing (of brush and minor debris),
b) Removal of trees,
c) General excavation,
d) Grading general area,
e) Excavation for utility trenches,
f) Placing formwork and reinforcement for concrete,
g) Installing sewer lines,
h) Installing other utilities,
i) Pouring concrete.
j) Footing
k) Plinth beam
l) Wall construction
m) Sheet centering for beams
n) Bar bending work for beams
o) Slab construction
13. Do it really affect time and cost.
14. Does the productivity increase due to automation?
15. What is the quality of the construction in your company?
16. Does it increase due to automation?
17. How many labors are used for operating those equipments and software.
18. Are all labor trained in your company.
19. How automation affected your company profit.
Above questionnaire and many more will be preferred during questionnaire survey with time sheet study as
well for accurate results as well.

CUMULATIVE PRODUCTIVITY
According to M. Shehata, Cumulative productivity is a compilation of all of the work hours charged to an
activity divided by the total quantities installed to date. It is calculated using the following equation:

Cumulative productivity = Total work hours charged to a taskTotal quantity installed
The primary use of cumulative productivity calculations is to assess how the work is progressing as a whole
and to predict the final productivity rate upon completion of the activity
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PERFORMANCE RATIO (PR)
It is the actual cumulative productivity divided by the expected baseline productivity (average values of
baselines of all projects)

PR = Cumulative productivityExpected baseline productivity
BASELINE PRODUCTIVITY
(M. Shehata, 1995) The best productivity occurs when there are few or no disruptions. This best productivity
is called the baseline productivity.

The baseline productivity is calculated by applying the following steps to the daily productivity values:

(a) Determine the number of workdays that comprise 10% of the total workdays.

(b) Round this number to the next highest odd number; this number should not be less than 5. This number, n,
defines the size of (number of days in) the baseline subset.

(c) The contents of the baseline subset are the n workdays that have the highest daily production or output.

(d) For these days, note the daily productivity.

(e) The baseline productivity is the median of the daily productivity values in the baseline subset.

COEFFECIENT OF VARIATION
The variability in daily productivity for each project can be calculated by using the following equation:Variation Vj = ⅀ (URij − baseline productivity)2n
Where URij = the daily productivity (unit rate) for workday I on project j, and n =the number of workdays on
project j.

The variation Vj for different projects cannot be compared directly unless the baseline productivity values are
the same. Therefore, the coefficient of variation is calculateCoefficient of variation CVj = Vj × 100(Baseline productivity)j
Where CVj =coefficient of variation for project j.

CONCLUSION
This paper explains the methodology for benchmarking of automation in the construction industry. The
methodology which project concludes is for competitive benchmarking of automation with the help of
questionnaire and analysis of the data. The results which come from the methodology will be in a report
format for the industry, which will help them to increase their productivity, lessened production time and high
quality.
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